French crosswords

Simple adjectives
Simple adjectives (Easy 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of describing things in French.

Across (horizontalement)
2. low
5. old
6. dirty
8. difficult
11. tired
12. hard
13. good

Down (verticalement)
1. full
3. ill
4. warm
7. happy
9. easy
10. healthy

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Simple adjectives (Easy 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of describing things in French.

Across (horizontalement)
3. hard
4. healthy
5. fresh
7. elderly
8. clear
10. nice
11. ill
14. good
15. tired

Down (verticalement)
1. bad
2. warm
6. dry
9. happy
12. long
13. low
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Simple adjectives (Easy 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of describing things in French.

Across (horizontalement)
2. dry
6. low
7. empty
8. fresh
9. nice
11. happy
12. strong

Down (verticalement)
1. bad
3. happy
4. difficult
5. tired
10. elderly

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Simple adjectives (Easy 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of describing things in French.

Across (horizontalement)
5. tired
6. good
8. happy
10. nice
13. bad
15. empty

Down (verticalement)
1. healthy
2. warm
3. small
4. short
7. sad
9. new
11. ill
12. dirty
14. dry
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Simple adjectives (Medium 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of describing things in French.

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of describing things in French.

Across (horizontalement)
2. bad
5. small
6. damp
8. new
10. low
14. difficult
16. happy
18. elderly
19. ill
20. beautiful
21. old
22. hard

Down (verticalement)
1. high

3. nice
4. empty
7. heavy
9. healthy
11. dry
12. easy
13. kind
15. tired
17. dirty

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Simple adjectives (Medium 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of describing things in French.

Across (horizontalement)

3. damp
5. old
7. good
10. nice
11. dry
16. new
17. healthy
19. kind
20. happy

Down (verticalement)

1. empty
2. hot
4. bad
6. tired

8. low
9. difficult
12. happy
13. young
14. hard
15. long
18. elderly
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Simple adjectives (Medium 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of describing things in French.

Across (horizontalement)
1. near
3. good
7. nice
8. healthy
9. old
10. empty
11. difficult
13. old
14. warm
16. light
18. sad
20. new
21. hot
22. hard

Down (verticalement)
2. damp
4. tired
5. happy
6. bad
12. happy
15. fresh
17. large
19. dirty
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Simple adjectives (Medium 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of describing things in French.

Across (horizontalement)
1. weak
3. damp
7. clean
8. fresh
9. hot
12. nice
14. kind
17. good
18. tired
20. old
21. high
22. happy

Down (verticalement)
2. warm
4. bad
5. cold
6. new
10. difficult
11. light
13. ill
15. sad
16. low
19. elderly
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